
Brief Minutes of the ADAPT Greater Manchester Committee Meeting held on Wednesday
26 September 1984 at the St Thomas Centre, Ardwick Green North, Manchester

Present:

Apologies:

Pat Entwistle

Jenny Anketell
Derek Henshaw

Eileen Price

Malcolm Fisher

Adrian Hardy
Ken Campbell
John Taylor
Reg Taylor
June Maelzer

Annette Taylor
Dorothy Whitaker

Dorothy Birch
Joan Shawcross

Mrs Stansfield

Mrs Levine

Mr & Mrs Hackney

Sharon Hughes
Paul Weymes

Peter Absolan

Christine Darlington

TUCC (in the chair)

Community Transport
Greater Manchester Disabled Motorists

Greater Manchester Disabled Motorists

Central GMTAC

Wigan Access Committee
Manchester Community Transport
National Advisory Unit on Community Transport

Disabled Drivers Association

Manchester Community Car Scheme

Multiple Sclerosis Society (Stockport)
GMCVS

Stockport Disability Group

Oldham Disability Action Group
National Relief Pagets Disease
BADDAC

BADDAC

Bolton Dial-a-Ride

Manchester Disability Forum
Wythenshawe Mobile
Wigan Access Committee

Minutes of the last meeting

June Maelzer's and Peter Absolam's names had been omitted from the

Attendance list - with these ammendments the Minutes were accepted
as a correct record.

Matters arising from last Minutes (not on Agenda)

a) Ref 6a - A Press Release had been drafted.

b) Ref 2b - Pat Entwistle and Sharon Hughes agreed to meet and
formulate a reply to the "Transport for the Handicapped and
Disabled, and Community Transport" Report as circulated by GMC
for comment.

c) Ref 3b - A Book Token had been sent to Nigel Smith with ADAPT's
thanks.

d) REf 6 - John Taylor agreed to finalise the Policy Statement prior to
the next meeting.

e) Ref 7a - It was agreed that as not all the Department of Transport
White Paper "papers" were available and each one required detailed



comment, a sub-committee should meet and prepare ADAPT's responses
- Ken, Jenny, June, Derek, Pat and John agreed to meet and process
this. They would report back accordingly at ADAPT's meetings.

f) Ref 7c - Eileen Price agreed to meet with Dorothy and consider sharing
the recording of the minutes.

g) REf 2a - John and Derek agreed to finalise the letter to Manchester
City Local Labour Party Groups re the anomaly in their manifesto
re LRT.

Treasurers Report

a) Current balance stands at £152.22p.

b) ADAPT had received a final letter from the Consortium on

"Opportunities for Volunteering" saying that the Group had not been
successful in the reserve fund list and the 84 - 85 allocation of money
was now fully spent.

c) It was agreed to consider the fund-raising letter at the next meeting.

Brief report from Ken Campbell (GMT/CT/ADAPT Research Worker)

Attached is the Agenda of a meeting on September 20 which Ken
commented on briefly. If any ADAPT members would like any of the
papers relating to the items, please contact Dorothy Whitaker or Ken
Campbell (273 3322 ext. 3405) and if you have any views or queries about
the items please contact Ken.

Matters of immediate progress that Ken reported on were:-

a) Introduction of an acclimatisation scheme for visually impaired
people which would be done in conjunction with relevant disabled
persons groups and the Training Officer at GMC, and might involve
taking buses to establishments which visually impaired people
frequented eg Day Centres.

b) Publicity would be produced on existing accessible transport facilities
in GMC.

c) GMC were keen to alter the wording on the sticker adjacent to seats
reserved for disabled people and they would tighten up the inspection
procedure appertaining to these seats.
Please submit any positive suggestions you or any of your Committee
members may have regarding the revised wording to Ken Campbell as
soon as possible.
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Ken also reported that GMT were very defensive about criticisms/
complaints about driver attitudes although they were considering
having guest speakers on attitudes built into the driver training
programme. Reg Taylor commented that he felt the Unions could
be approached about this issue and asked for their ideas, and Adrian
Hardy thought there was also a case for educating other passengers,
particularly about the fact that not all disabilities are obvious.

5 Brief reports from GMTAG, GMTCC.GMTAC and the Merseylink Trip

The main report was the one prepared by Sharon Hughes on the visit by
5 ADAPT members to Merseylink (see attached).

6 Strategy for LRT meeting

- Dorothy reported that Phil Sully had contacted her at the end of August
and agreed there should be a meeting sometime, end of October/early
November - no date had yet been given but Mr Sully promised a definite
date by the end of September (since been confirmed as November 22 -
7 pm- Reception Suite, County Hall).
It was agreed that Henry West (General Secretary GMCVS) would be asked
to chair the meeting, and if he was not available Adrian Hardy agreed to
be the chairman. Also we would submit questions in advance to GMC
and ask that these should be dealt with after the GMC Presentation and
prior to any Open Discussion. Important points to be considered when
formulating the General ADAPT questions included: what is meant by
'feasible'? - is it a fundamental aim of LRT that it should be accessible
to all groups? - indications of cost benefit analysis, consultation
procedures with consumer groups. Adrian Hardy agreed to formulate
the questions,referring to GMC's response to the Modern Railways
magazine about the proposals for LRT viz-a-viz mobility imaired people,
as at September 1984. It was noted that this letter, a reply to Derek
Henshaws letter in the same magazine, showed a marked advance in
GMC's prpoposals for an accessible system compared with their original
stance.

ADAPT would be responsible for informing disabled people in the County
about the meeting and Dorothy agreed to ask GMC for some graphic
material about LRT whilch they could send with the notice, and stress
that we wanted a short initial presentation from GMC with the majority
of time being left for discussion.

7 ADAPT,AGM and Councillors nominations

Pat Entwistle felt that if ADAPT held a formal AGM, well advertised and
interestingly arranged, it would provide an opportunity to promote ADAPT
countrywide and possible get more disabled people involved in the
Committee. It was agreed to arrange such an event but because of the
current negotiations and publicity about the LRT meeting and the probable
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